ASL poems: 2022 Declamation

Class A: Students of ASL and CODAs (children of deaf adults) who are not fluent.

Mandatory Selection: Tear of Life (Clayton Valli) (DawnSignPress)
Second Selection I: Black Hole: Color of ASL (Debbie Rennie) (Sign Media)
Second Selection II: Hands (Clayton Valli) (Sign Media)
Second Selection III: Cave (Clayton Valli) (Sign Media)

Class B: Native ASL users and CODAs with proficiency equivalent to native users.

Mandatory Selection: Dew on Spiderweb (Clayton Valli) (DawnSignPress)
Second Selection I: Missing Children (Debbie Rennie) (Sign Media)
Second Selection II: Liberation (Patrick Graybill) (Sign Media)
Second Selection III: Paradox (Patrick Graybill) (Sign Media)

We are grateful to DawnSignPress and Sign Media for their support of the Clemson Poetry Declamation Contest and for allowing us to use their poems for the ASL contests.

For more information of the publishers:

Sign Media: http://www.signmedia.com/
Hi again,
I am not sure this DVD The Treasure ASL Poetry Poems by Ella Mae Lentz has all of those poetries. Kim mentions about this DVD.

Last year has permission for Swan by Debbie Rennie and Lone Sturdy Tree by Clayton Valli.

Those videos need permission that you might find those via youtube.com

Black Hole: Color of ASL by Debbie Rennie

Hands by Clayton Valli

Cave by Clayton Valli

Missing Children by Debbie Rennie

Liberation by Patrick Graybill

Paradox by Patrick Graybill

Bo